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Recreation fee causes controversy
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer
David M. Ames is seeing one of his
wishes come true.
Ames, the assistant director of
Athletics and Recreational Sports, has
been trying for eight years to have a
recreation fee put into effect. "I've been
trying for quite a while to convince
students that this is the way to go." he
said.
Last February, a referendum vote on
cam us a roved 2 133-1 038
margin, a $15 recreation fee to be as-
sessed to all students carrying more than
six credit hours.
Lynn Madden, the bqsiness office
bursar, says that her office has not
received any complaints about payment
of the fee. "In fact, it has been just the
opposite, "she said. "A number of
students under six credit hours have becn
opting to pay for the fee."
There has been a complaint registered
with the office of Student Government
by a student who is physically unable to
participate in the activities at the
facilities but is still required to pay the
fee.
Ames said that he had not heard a
negative response from the students, ex-
cept for the letter in the Maine Campus
on September 5th, in regards to the fee
which was first assessed this semester.
"For $15 you get everything," said
Ames. "Everybody is paying their fair
share."
However, Susan Randall, a non-
traditional student feels that the fee is
not her fair share. "It irks me terribly,
I don't want to pay it," she said.
Randall does not use the facilities and
feels that she is "subsidizing the jocks
who use them all the time."
• III . •
nual student pass for the various areas
ranged from $35 for the racquetball
courts to $105 for the Alfond Arena.
Many areas, had no fee required. In-
door tennis, basketball and jogging were
used frequently by students. Also,
shower use was free. According to Ames
many off-campus students were using
[the Memorial Gym] for their bathroom
and resting facilities."
The facility was not being reimbursed
for the rising costs of hot water usage.
"Hot water is expensive," Ames said.
fee is unfair to students like Randall, the
off-campus or commuter students.
"Last year, the majority of swim
passes were sold to off-campus people
and a large number of them also used
the weight room." he said.
Ames says that he has heard some
"grumbling from faculty and staff' over
their $65 fee. Ames felt that their fee
might be a benefit in future union con-
tract negotiations.
Last year, only use of a few facilities
including the pool, weight loom, Alfond
Arena and racquetball courts required
the payment of a fee. However, the fees
were substantially higher than $15. Ac-
cording to Janet Lucas, business
manager at the Memorial Gym, an an-
The fee also covers the entry fee for
intramural sports which previously car-
ried an additional fee. According to
Ames, "Better than 50 percent of the
students are involved in intramural ac-
tivities."
Ames hopes to see a rise in this year's
intramural participation because
students will not "have to pull more
money out of their pockets."
"Overall," Ames feels, "75-80 per-
cent of the student body is involved in
our programs.
Ames said that UMaine is "way
behind the times" with this fee and in-
dicated that most schools have gone to
this type of fee system.
Library renovations more "efficient"
I rd floor was refurnished
Library. (Campus photo)
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
part of renovations in Folder
Moving offices, reshelving books, ad-
ding new furniture and changing many
rooms around completely has made the
Fogler library a much more efficient
place for students and faculty in which
to work.
Elaine Albright, director of libraries
said the purpose of changing the library
around is to make the building space and
services more efficient and convenient
for students because many rooms are
much better organized.
"We started talking about the project
three years ago and there was one overall
plan for the library but it took two sum-
mers to finish and is still in the process
of being completed," Albright said.
In 1976, the Fogler library moved in-
to a $2.5 million addition to the building
and due to delays in getting the money
authorized, the addition was somewhat
smaller than originally requested. Also
because of budget limitations the third
floor could not be completed at the time,
said Sam Garwood, assistant librarian.
"After the addition was added to the
library in 1976, not a lot of money was
given to make the two buildings work
together, so a consultant was hired to
help make the two buildings more func-
tional and to give advice about chang-
ing other parts of the building," said
Albright. .
"$.500,000 for the overall budget came
from the chancellors' office at the time
Arthur Johnson was made president. He
suggested that the money be given to the
library to finish the third floor and the
rest be used to finish other parts of the
building." Garwood said.
A committee was established to plan
the project, consisting of Dick Eustis,
Tom Cole, Dave Trefethen, Elaine
Albright and Sam Garwood.
There were several major changes
made in the library this year said
Albright. The government documents
room was moved to the first floor which
allows the collections to be open nights
and weekends. Also because many
government documents are now being
sent on microfiche, both the government
and documents rooms are combined.
Other changes include a movement of
the circulation desk to the front of the
building and the bound periodicals were
moved to the center of the building, add-
ed Albright.
The first part of the project was begun
last summer and worked on throughout
theschoof year. Extensive moving was
done in the summer of 1985, and some
books and stacks were shifted during the
1985-86 school year.
"The major part of the project has
been completed." said Albright, "but
there are still some minor details such as
arranging a few books and patch up
work.
"By Christmas we hope to have a
reserved reading rootp and are in the
process of looking for a sign company
to make better signs for the library."
Albright said.
Possible
changes to
investments
policy
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
The prominent issue of Univer-
sity of Maine Foundation in-
vestments in corporations that sclo
business in South Africa may
change complexion due to the
ministrators within the UMaine
system.
In July of 1982, the UMaine
Board of Trustees voted to divest
all university holdings in corn-
panics doing business in South
Africa. Soon-to-be Chancellor
Robert Woodbury supported
divestment at that time.
"I was with the university system
president of the University of
, them Maine when the BOT
ted and I supported that deci-
n, " said Woodbury.
- Noting that he has not yet taken
KC as chancellor, Woodbury
that he did not foresee himself
ing a rote is the divestment
and-suggested that maybe,
t was new President Dale Lick's
e.
'"I think this issue is an impor-
t one and I plan to do some
re investigation of it myself,"
Lick.
The president said that after his
stigation he may feel comfor-
in making a recommendation
the Foundation but at this point
still needs more background as
to their position.
Doug Allen, philosophy pro-
fessor and member of the Maine
Peace Action Committee, said he
was on sabbatical last year and
found that in Europe and Asia the
apartheid „issue dominated the
news media.
"We (MPAC) are proud of the
university for being or.e of the first
in the country to divest back in
1982, andin fact, divest a total of
pne-third of all university
funds," said Allen.
However. Allen feels that the
university is beingdiagraced by the
intrAsigence of Foundation.
"They have not listened to the
HOT, faculty and student's, many
of which want divestment." he
said. —
legislation into law.
Prompted by MPAC protest the
Foundatior., at their annual
meeting in May of 1985, decided
to fors a committee to study the
issue of divestment, and to issue a
report in September.
(see INVESTMLNT page 1)
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2Second-class mail to be
by Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
Were you surprised when you found
out all your Rolling Stone or Sports Il-
lustrated magazines were thrown out
over the summer by unsuspecting com-
plex office personnel instead of being
sent to your forwarding address?
Well, so was Residential Life.
The UMaine campus mail service was
not formally notified of a recent change
in U.S. Postal Service policy that allows
second class mail, including most
magazines and newspapers, to be for.
,warded for up to two months on a tem-
porary change of address, said Raymond
Moreau, assistant director of Residential
Life
The change in, policy has been in ef-
fect for "a year to a year-and-a-half, "
Moreau said Tuesday.
In sentying the situation with a
spokesman at the Bangor Post Office,
Moreau said that the policy change will
now affect students on the UMaine cam-
pus.
"It was past practice that the Post Of-
fice would not forward second class mail
unless special arrangements had been
made by the student to cover the cost of
forwarding," Moreau said.
The confusion resulted from conflic-
ting interpretations of U.S. Postal Ser-
s ice policy given by mail carriers, accor-
ding to Cathy WoodBrooks, director of
Stuart Complex.
This past May, a curious new office
worker at Stuart Complex discovered
that second class mail could be forward-
ed when she called the Orono Post Of-
fice WoodBrooks said.
"This summer was the first time we
were able to forward second class
1 he path Mame Campus. Thursday, September 11, 1986 
forwarded
mail," she said. "We had always been
told by postal workers from the Orono
Post Office that we could only forward
first class mail."
But since the UMaine dormatory
complex system it relatively decentraliz-
ed from Residential Life, each complex
office runs its own mail distribution
operation, WoodBrooks said.
At Hilltop Complex, piles of
magazines and newspapers were thrown
out each week, according to Jeff Har-
ris, resident director of Somerset Hall.
"We forwarded all first class mail,"
said Margaret Freeman, Hilltop Com-
plex secretary. "All magazines and junk
mail, we threw out.
"By the end of the summer, we began
to forward second class mail because we
learned that other complexes were doing
it," she said.
. "In May, we will notify staff that they
need to forward second class mail as
well," Moreau said. The UMaine cam-
pus policy will now conform with mail
service in the town of Orono, he said.
"As a rule, we just delivered all mail
to the individual complexes and the cam-
pus took care of the rest," said Larry
Burtt, supervisor at the Orono Post
Office. s
Complex personnel will now forward
second class mail for 60 days for free,
Bunt said, but after that, "it's up to the
students to change their addresses.
"If you lived in town here and you
moved to a permanent change of ad-
dress, we would forward your mail for
up to 60 days," Bunt said. "Then we
would send the magazine company
notification of your charge of address.
"After that, we will throw out second
class mail. Otherwise, no one would ever
change their address," he said.
 New programs help acclimate stmlentA to campus life 
b.), Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
Students who feel they- may be head-
ed for withdrawal from the University. of
Maine now have a new service to which
they may turn.
Former assistant to the president, Bob
Whelan, holds the new position with the
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title of director of University Retention
Programs.
"My job is to plan a comprehensive
retention effort for existing and future
programs," said Whelan. -
Personal or financial problems, poor
academic standing and most of all, the
feeling of not being integrated into the
university community prompts students
to consider withdrawal, he said.
"My perspective on the job is to try
to utilize all the resources we have to help
students with their particular pro-
blem," said Whelan.
Academic advisors and workshops
run by Residential Life such as time
management and peer sexuality will be
pointed out if appropriate, he said.
"The Office of Non-Traditional
Students, which represents about 30 per-
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cent of the students on campus, is a key
resource to our programs, because for
students returning to school it gives them
a feeling of reintergration, " said
Whelan.
Dwight Rideout, assistant vice presi-
dent and dean of Student Services, said
the university wanted to increase its ef-
forts to retain students.
"While we're seeking to retain students
we are more importantly involved in
making the university a place more to
their liking," said Rideout.
Whelan said he must reach out to peo-
ple who plan to leave UMaine and let
hem know of the services available to
t hem.
A research assistant will work in the
office to evaluate when, where and why
students are leaving the university, he
legislative proposals were sent to the
Maine Legislature requesting funds to
implement a retention program here,
said Rideout.
"Our proposal passed and when the
university receised approximately 58
million this summer we had our fun-
dine_ said Rideout.
Universit!. Retention Programs
however, has a limited budget, said
Whelan. '
"The money we have we'd like to put
toward programs that will foster per-
sonal connections between people," he
said.
Essentially the new position was
established to persuade students on the
'verge of withdrawal to stay and help
them with their specific needs, said
Rideout.
Correction
The Daily Maine Campus
regrets the misspelling of
Nancy MacKnight's name in
the September 10 issue. She
is the first woman to be a
vice president at UMaine.
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Meer , outioettee group
set up a Shantytown on the mall. The shanties were built in protest to the
l'Maine Foundation's investment policy in South Africa. The shacks re-
mained on the mall for about three weeks in October before being torn
down. (Campus photo)
•Investment
In September, MPAC held a news con-
ference denouncing the Foundation in-
vestigation as a sham and called for the
public release of the Foundation report.
Mark S. Fox, one of the directors of
the UMaine Foundation, said he was
asked not to be on the committee to in-
vestigate the divestment issue but
believes a full report was given.
"Our report was a one page letter to
our fund managers which instructed
them not to invest any money in com-
panies that are not using the Sullivan
Principles," said Fox.
(continued from page 1)
The Sullivan Principles are a code of
conduct for US companies operating in
South Africa.
Fox said that to his knowledge the
Foundation did not have any investments
in companies that were not applying the
Sullivan Principles before the report was
made.
Fox now considers the issue closed.
"This issue won't go away," said
Allen. "Our students continue to be in
a morally compromising situation by be-
ing forced to utilize tainted money from
the only legalized Nazi-like racist system
in the world."
Dr. Records'
Prescription for Back-to-School Blues
Cassettes • $3.99
great titles - hundreds to choose from
C-D's at the lowest prices in the area
most only at $13.99
TDK SA90 & Maxell XL II 90 - $2.50 ea.
10 packs • $24 - why pay more
Check It Out!
It's Worth The Trip
Now Open Thurs. & Fri 8, Sun 1-4
Dr. Records' & Mr. Fixit • 20 Main St., Orono
If You Need A Free Ride Clip This Out
"Last Call"
approx. 1 a.m.
Mill St., Orono
Don't Drink And Drive
late night local
Not For Drinkers Only 
Buses run from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Stops are approximate times
UNION :00 - - :30
OXFORD
CUMBERLAND
MEM. GYM/CORBETT :10 - - :40
HANCOCK
YORK
PENOBSCOT
PAT'S :20 - - :50
We honor all requested stops in the Orono,
Old Town and Campus area
Frequent stops at Fraternity Row
McDonald's and Yianni's Pizza & Pub
Call x4016 for more information
Thurs., Fri. and
Sat.
2 Buses
Now Running!
Sponsored by: Substance
Abuse Services with technical
assistance from Student Government.
Van provided by Residential Life.
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Arts center at first glance: Majestic and plush
A BIBLE STUDY
Every Thursday Eve. 6:30 p.m.
So. Bangor Lounge
with room to doubt, disagree, and enjoy
The Maine Christian Association
DATE Sept. 10-12
TIME 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
PLACE Memorial Union -
FFA Room
PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS
$4.50 each
MOST SMALL PRINTS
$2.50 each
IVACI\LS
EXHIBITION
AND SALE of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
NEW THIS YEAR:
• 24 x34 GALLERY SERIES
• TRAVEL POSTERS
• POSTCARDS
• MINI-POSTERS SERIES
FEATURING: Old Masters,
Impressionism, Surrealism.
Van Gogh, Picasso. Escher,
NASA Photos, Car Posters,
Laser Art, Museum Posters
and more
OVER 400
DIFFERENT IMAGES
by Jennifer tirr
Staff Writer
Yesterday this reporter became one of
a few students to vent-4re into that for-
midable yet graceful building we now
know as the Maine Center for the Arts.
For nearly three years students have
witnessed the construction of this brick
house with little conception of its
delicate contents.
With camera in hand, this reporter
sentured into parts previously unknown
to most of the UMaine population.
Bright red carpeting sharpens the
senses upon entering the Center, cat-
ching the eye as only this majestic hue
can.
Yards upon yards of the plush floor
covering seep up the ramps and slither
down the wide staircases.
"It's 100 percent wool, worth over
$200,000," said Joel Katz, director of
the Center.
son Museum will contain Pre-
Columbian and Indian art as well, as
three-dimensional and ceremonial works
of art.
A dining area for 160; for use during
special events, is also featured in the
building. According to Katz, university
meetings may be held in that area and
it may be reserved on a "first come, first
serve basis."
Hutchins Concert Hall is lined with
1,628 seats in a Continental seating ar-
rangement, a no-aisle formation made
popular in Europe.
"Most importantly there is more
legroom than there was in Hauck
Auditorium." lv:itr said, pointing out
that the balcony and floor seats are 21
and 22 inches in length, whereas stan-
dard theater seats are 19 inches in length.
"The sound system is far and away the
most superb anywhere in the New
England area." Rob Koop, technical
director for the Center said, adding,
not • owing it out o propor-
tion."
The hall, also available to groups, is
fully accessible to the handicapped and
has special sound equipment for the
hearing impaired.
"We don't want to deny access to
anyone," said Katz.
He also said, "Right now we're talk-
ing to Boston promoters about holding
a Pat Metheny show here in the near
future."
The construction completed, interior
decoration is now taking precedence,
with crews working weekends to add the
finishing touches to the long-awaited
edifice.
sugges as cc
or because they said it would 'arouse
emotions; Katz said. The Center has
even invested in special dry cleaning
machines to care for the carpet.
An outstanding artistic feature of the
Center is the 3,000 pound bronze,
chandelier, which was suspended Mon-
day at the main entrance of the Center.
Sculptor Clark Fitz-Gerald, commis-
sioned by the Class of 1942 for 4.25,000,
molded the bronze pieces in the form of
heat-throwing flames.
Mahogany-railed ramps line the ascent
to the third floor, with archaeological
and anthropological pieces showcased in
galleries throughout. Katz said the Hud-
111
Pit
OPEN RUS-H
DELTA TAU DELTA INVITES ALL
FRESHMAN/SOPHOMORE MALES
TO AN OPEN RUSH
Thursday, September 11th
5:00 p.m.
Interested in Greek life?
The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta would
like to meet you
Directly across from Stodder Hall
the Daily, Ma,
ther II, /WO
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A Solo Piano Concert
GEORGE
WINSTON
1111111111 1111111 
MAINECENTER A
FOR THE /ARTS
Hutchins Concert Hall,
University of ME, Orono
October 13, 8:00 p.m.
Support the Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen
bring a can of food!
Reserved seats $12.50 & $13.50
available at:
Dr. Records' in Orono, The Sound Source in Bangor,
The Grasshopper Shops in Bangor & Ellsworth,
and the Box Office from 10-3, M-F
Charge by phone: 581-1755 (Visa & Master Card)
4 The Dallv Maine Campus. Thursday, September II, 1986.
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A BIBLE STUDY
Every Thursday Eve. 6:30 p.m.
So. Bangor Lounge
with room to doubt, disagree, and enjoy
The Maine Christian Association
DATE Sept 10-12
TIME 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
-NpLAcE Memorial Union -
FFA Room
IVAC \LS
EXHIBITION
AND SALE of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
NEW THIS YEAR:
• 24x34 GALLERY SERIES
• TRAVEL POSTERS
• POSTCARDS
• MINI-POSTERS SERIES
FEATURING: Old Masters,
Impressionism, Surrealism.
Van Gogh, PicaSSO, Escher.
NASA Photos, Car Posters.
Laser Art, Museum Posters
and more.
OVER 400
DIFFERENT IMAGES
by Jennifer Girr
Staff Writer
Yesterday this reporter became one of
a few students to venture into that for-
midable yet graceful building we now
know as the Maine Center for the Arts.
For nearly three years students have
witnessed the construction of this brick
house with little conception of its
delicate contents.
With camera in hand, this reporter
‘entured into parts previously unknown
to most of the UMaine population.
Bright red carpeting sharpens the
senses upon entering the Center, cat-
ching the eye as only this majestic hue
can.
Yards upon yards of the plush floor
covering seep up the ramps and slither
down the wide staircases.
"It's 100 percent wool, worth over
S200,000," said Joel Katz, director of
the Center.
The-86..161,—B-suggeAed red to the cA
or because they said it would 'arouse
emotions: Katz said. The Center has
even invested in special dry cleaning
machines to care for the carpet.
An outstanding artistic feature of the
Center is the 3,000 pound bronze
chandelier, which was suspended Mon-
day at the main entrance of the Center.
Sculptor Clark Fitz-Gerald, commis-
sioned by the Class of 1942 for S25,000,
molded the bronze pieces in the form of
heat-throwing flames.
Mahogany-railed ramps line the ascent
to the third floor, with archaeological
and anthropological pieces showcased in
galleries throughout. Katz said the Hud-
son Museum will contain Pre
Columbian and Indian art as well, as
three-dimensional and ceremonial works
of art.
A dining area for 160, for use during
special events, is. also featured in the
building. According to Katz, university
meetings may be held in that area and
it may be reserved on a "first come, first
serve basis."
Hutchins Concert Hall is lined with
1,628 seats in a Continental seating ar-
rangement, a no-aisle formation made
popular in Europe.
"Most importantly there is more
legroom than there was in Hauck
Auditorium," Katz said, pointing out
that the balcony and floor seats are 21
and 22 inches in length, whereas stan-
dard theater seats are 19 inches in length.
"The sound system is far-and away the
most superb anywhere in the New
England area," Rob Koop, technical
director for the Center said, adding,
"RA that's rivvt-b1,,w in/ it out of piot,or-
t ion. "
The hall, also available to groups, is
fully accessible to the handicapped and
has special sound equipment for the
hearing impaired.
"We don't want to deny access to
anyone," said Katz. -
He also said, "Right now we're talk-
ing to Boston promoters about holding
a Pat Metheny show here in the near
future."
The construction completed, interior
decoration is now taking precedence,
with crews working weekends to add the
finishing touches to the long-awaited
edifice.
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• A Solo Piano Concert
GEORGE
WINSTON
II III
MAINECENTER A
FOR THE ARTS
Hutchins Concert Hall,
University of ME, Orono
Octaber 13, 8:00 p.m.
Support the Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen
bring a can of food!
Reserved seats $12.50 & $13.50
available at:
Dr. Records' in Orono, The Sound Source in Bangor,
The Grasshopper Shops in Bangor & Ellsworth,
and the Box Office from 10-3, M-F
Charge by phone: 581-1755 (Visa & Master Card)
The Daily Marne Campus. Thursday September II, 1986.
New counseling service available to students
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
Many women, after years as full-time
homemakers and mothers, find
themselves faced with the prospect of
getting a job to support themselves.
Frequently, they are older women who
have been out of the job market for
many years and are doubtful of their
abilities.
The Displaced Homemaker's Project,
located in Bangor Hall of University
College campus, assists these women in
gaining the confidence to find jobs or
enter college.
. The Project, one of seven Regional
Resource Centers in the state providing
these services, began working with
women in the Bangor area in 1982.
Alice Fleming turned to the program
in the spring of 198,3 after her 25-year
marriage ended in divorce.
"It was good to have a place to come
to," she said. "(After my divorce,-) I
didn't know where I fit in. This helped
me find out what my needs were. Com-
ing here gave me something to look for-
ward to.,.
Fleming is now the resource developer
for the Project. She said that at first it's
difficult for someone who has centered
her life around her family to focus on
herself.
"I had to learn to not feel guilty for
doing something for myself," Fleming
said.
Ilze Petersons, manager of the Bangor
program, said that the goal of the
Displaced Homemaker's Project is "em-
powerment."
"We help (the women who come to the
program) take control at a time they feel
IONA DISCOUNTED
BEVERAGE PRICES
COKE
DIET COKE
MICHELOB 12i12 oz cans
MICHELOB LIGHT 6.19
2 Hier
1.09
9 9
BUSCH 1.2/12 oz cans
NATURAL LIGHT 4.25
KNICKERBOCKER '211ff
RED WHITE BLUE 3.99
PLUS TAX AND DEPOSIT ON ALL BEVERAGES
L&A /ER MARKET
MILL STRE — ORONO, MAINE
powerless, " Petersons said. "Many
fear they're too old to learn. We help
them realize they can."
When someone comes to them for
help, Petersons said she and her staff sit
down with the woman and find out what
her needs ire. She may need .help from
other agenclies, training for a career ad-
vancement, br assistance getting into col-
lege.
A drop-in support group meets every
Monday to share concerns and to help
each other cope with problems being
experienced.
One wall of the meeting room is
decorated with collages that participants
have created showing where they are and
what they want to achieve. Assertiveness
training classes are given twice a year and
a course titled "Explorations," offered
in conjunction with Bangor Adult
Education, helps women overcome
math-science anxiety that may inhibit
them from applying for technical jobs.
Career life Planning is offered to
help displaced homemakers realize their
capabilities and skills. It also helps them
to explore their interests to enable them
to develop career goals. One-on-one
counseling is also available to lend sup-
port to those who are job-hunting, in-
cluding help with resume' writing and
completing applications.
Jane Searles, the program's employ-
ment and training specialist, feels that
"what works is the support."
"Although women tend to devalue the
work they've done in the home, the Pro-
ject shows them that their experiences
and possible volunteer work can be
%aluable as job qualifications.
"Employers are beginning to set these
women as dependable, reliable, and
highly motivated, " Searles said.
As Peterson added, "There are op-
tions out there."
1111 CLASHES
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Help us keep NA inning.
THE SCOOP, DAY BY DAY
Thursday, September 13 ART PRINT SAL-E. FFA Room all day. Decorate your -
room through Friday!
Inday, September 12 T.G.I.F. Don Stratton, trumpet and Keith Crook, guitar.
12:15 p.m. Sutton Lounge. Bring your lunch and listen.
Friday; September 12 and
Saturday. September 13 'MAINE BOUND Horse Pack Trip. Call 581-1794
or information.
Saturday. September 13 'BREAK AWAY Trip to Acadia National Park: hike,
climb or beachcomb. Call 581-1793 for reservations and information.
Saturday. September 13 FO'C'SLE. Opening night. Music, food, boardgames.
Bring your friends! 7:30 p.m. on. Lawn Rooms.
Saturday, September /3 SEA MOVIE. 'Breakfast Club', shows at 7 and 9:30
p.m. Hauck Auditorium.
Sunday, September 14 *BREAK AWAY Trip to Gulf Hagas: scenic hiking. Call
581-1793 for information.
Tuesday. September 16 PLANT SALE begins; will last through Saturday.
Hauck Lobby all day.
Tuesday. September 16 WOMEN IN CURRICULUM. 'Women and Hitler'
William Baker, Professor of History. 12:15 p.m. Bangor Lounges.
Tuesday, September 16 POLITICALLY SPEAKING. Meet Gubernatorial can-
didate Sherry Huber. 3:15 p.m. Sutton Lounge. —
Thesday, September 16 FOREIGN FILM. 'Get Out Your Handkerchiefs',
French/Belgian 1978. 7:30 p.m. 101 Neville Hall. $2 for students, $2.50 tor
faculty and staff-Bring I.D. $3.25 for General Admission. Introduction by
Cathleen Bauschatz, Department of Foreign Languages and Classics.
Ridnesday, September 17 SANDWICH CINEMA video. 'Amadeus'. 12 noon
Sutton Lounge.
Kednesday, September /7 SPEAK UP series. DRUGSPEAK 'Cocaine: Snow
White or Wicked Witch, part I. Presentor, Dr. Robert Dana, Substance Abuse
Coordinator. 3:15 p.m. Sutton Lounge.
RinInesday, September 17 PROMENADE. Area merchants, display and sale.
Lobby all day through Friday. 
.
Thursday; September 18 *MAINE BOUND Full Moon Canoeing. Call 581-1194
for information
*Adsance registrations required for Break-Aways and Maine Bound trips-courses.
usually one week in adsance. Next week's Break-Aways will be shopping.sightsee-
ing trip to Freeport on September 20 and Baxter State Park Trip on September
21. Maine Bound will be offering Introductory Rock Climbiing on September
27-28. Call for more information.
P.4 RENTS AND FRIENDS WEEKEND You're ironed to the 17th annual
Parents and Friends Weekend on September 19-21. each year on this festival
weekend, parents, friends and students have the opportunity to share the ex-
perience of .campus life. This is a time to meet with faculty and participate in
the many exciting activities planned for the weekend. Don't miss it. Some of the
activities are Organizational Fair on the Mall, Saturday
10 a.m.-1 p.m.; Flea Market both Saturday and Sunday in the Field House, 111
a.m.-5 p.m.; Concert-Dance with 'Twentieth
Century Music Ensemble' and SoundTrac in the Memorial Gym on Saturday
from 8 p.m. on, $3 at the door. Brochures listing all the activities are available at
the Commuter Office, Memorial Union.
SEARCH A study skills and academic assistance program. Call Dan Smith at
581-1820 for an appoiintment or drop in to the Commuter Service Office. Pro-
grams will start September 29. Watch .for details.
COMMUTER/NTS LOUNGE Reserved daily Monday-Friday. Coffee/tea
available II a.m.-2 p.m. Nutter Room, Memorial Union.
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both the Moslem and Christian sectors
of the Lebanese _capital, according to
police and family friends.
His wife, Rose, who lives in west
Beirut, told the Associated Press by
telephone, "Contacts are underway at
the highest levels to win my husband's
release. I am hopeful."
The Lions Club are among few social
institutions still operating despite
Lebanon's ll-year-old civil war.
Kenou's abduction, like the kidnapp-
ing of American educator Frank Herbert
Reed on Tuesday, was an apparent
challenge to Syria, which sent troops in-
to west Beirut in July in an effort to
restore order and end the deadly anar-
chy spawned by warring Moslem
militias.
Police said they have noslues to either
man's whereabouts.
Eastern Maine Medical Center
COMMUNITY RELATIONS!
MARKETING INTERNSHIP
A 20-hour per week internship with attractive stipend available
starting October 6. Prefer graduate student or upper division
undergrad with major in business, journalism/advertising, or
communications.
Demonstrated skill in writing news releases, PSA's, and feature
stories. Writing samples required. Ability to plan and implement
special (PR) events.
For information on application process, contact Donna Huff,
Community Relations Department, EMMC, 945-7740.
7
World/U.S. News
Second kidnapping this week in Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The top
official of the International Lions Club
for Lebanon and Jordan was kidnapped
Wednesday in Moslem west Beirut, one
day after an American educator was ab-
ducted on his way to play golf.
Police said three men armed with
silencer-equipped pistols and riding in a
wine-colored BMW intercepted Lions
Club governor Victor Kenou at 935 a.m.
near the French Embassy compound on
Rue Clemenceau.
Two of the assailants forced Kenou
out of his white Mercedes-Benz at gun-
point and bundled him into their car,
police said.
Kenou, 50, heads the 39 International
Lions Clubs in Lebanon and Jordan. A-
Syrian-born Chriscian, Kenou is a
naturalized Lebanese citizen who runs a
prosperous import-export business in
Drug bill makes progress
WASHINGTON (AP) — The house
began debate Wednesday on a multi-
billion dollar drug bill, a day after House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. bluntly
told President Reagan the effort will cost
much more than the administration ap-
pears willing to spend.
"Drug traffickers beware, this Con-
gress means business." Rep. Jimmy
Quillen, R-Tenn., said.
House Majority Leader Jim Wright,
D-Texas, admitted the bill "will not solve
all the problems" but said it would "per-
mit us to make progress rather than los-
ing ground."
O'Neill said at a White House meeting
Tuesday, attended by President Reagan,
budget chief James Miller III said S250
million would be available for a new
drug initiative.
The speaker said he later received a
call from the White House, in which he
was told the figure cited by Miller, direc-
tor of the Office of Management and
Budget, was too low.
"When Jim Miller st-,rted talking
about S250 million, I said you could stop
the program if that's all you have in
mind," O'Neill said, "When Miller
spoke, the President said nothing about
money."
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Editorial 
Pedestrian's
W hatever happened to traffic laws thatgave pedestrians the right of way?Whatever happened to respect for cam-
pus speed limits? Whatever happened to good old-
fashioned common courtesy?
What once seemed routine is increasingly becom-
ing a daily game of survival. What was formerly a
relaxing walk to classes has become about as
therapeutic as a headlong jaunt through an aging
minefield.
It appears as though automobile drivers on cam-
psis have lost all regard for human kindness — and
human life itself. You disagree? Oh ... go step off a
curb! (Go ahead and try it!)
Campus drivers seldom stop for a student in a
crosswalk. The thoughtful use of a directional
when making a turn is a lOng.forgotten practice.
which one might suspect went out with the passing
of the Bctt4e. -Arrel-spcctis -,,--acheti-cm bung-Rtrati
are surpassed only by those achieved on the final
straight away at Indianapolis.
Perhaps these drivers feel their driving habits are
justified. Perhaps they had car trouble during the
commute onto campus. Perhaps these motorists are
sick and tired of the endless streams of students
that fill the streets between classes. Perhaps
pedestrians can understand motorists' frustrations.
Perhaps love ...
rights .
Maybe students can work together to alleviate
the tension between motorists and pedestrians. One
solution might be to award choice parking spaces
to drivers demonstrating the best driving habits.
It's sad to think that motorists would have to be
bribed into displaying a little common courtesy'
however.
Nevertheless, this madness is all rather frighten-
ing for the poor slobs who have to walk
everywhere they go on campus. It's no wonder that
students sleep in most mornings, safely nestled
under their blankets and assorted dirty clothes, in-
stead of venturing forth On that epic journey
known as the walk to class. But, isn't it time
pedestrians took a stand? Isn't it time for students
to walk aggressively? A little positive thinking may
be the answer. I am a truck, I am a truck, I am a
truck...
so loin tor us, the positive-thinkers, on campus
tomorrow morning. We'll be the ones with our
necks craned forward cruising along the mall at
Mach One.
otd
Jessica Lowell
What really
bothers me
Andy Rooney does a little bit at the
end of Sixty Minutes most every week
and Mike Barnicle does a thing in The
Boston Globe every once in a while. It
comes under the heading of "things that
really bother me." If I do it. I figure
I'm in fairly good company.
4.• It's my first try at this sort of thing, 
so please have patience. I
Maybe it's just the business that I'm
in, but misspellings really bother me. I
have been told that if I had things my
way, we'd all be speaking Shakespearean
English. Not true. If I had things my
way, the English language would cease
its headlong rush to the foot of the tower
of Babel.
People who don't get jokes really
bother me. It's not really fair to criticize
. someone on the basis of whether or not
they' understand punchlines, but in my
"non-journalist" mode, I am entitled to.
be as subjective and critical as the next
person. People who can't make fun of
things and can't understand it that when
fun is made it is usually meant in fun
bother me. People generally "get it"
when I'm being malicious, but they don't
always get it when I'm funnin'. It really
bothers me when I have to spell it all out.
People whc don't understand what
they are criticizing REALLY bother me.
Everyone is entitled to his or her opi-
nion, and will share it gladly if given the
chance.. But Lor', if you don't know what
you are talking about, it's just wasted
wind. And time.
We get a lot of letters here at The Dai-
ly' Maine Campus that criticize the
editorials and columns because they are
too opinionated. Well, that's the point.
It wouldn't be an editorial if it didn't ex-
press an opinion. Columns are the
measure of freedom given to good staff
writers here where opinions may be ex-
pressed that are not necessarily of an
editorial nature. I had figured that it was
pretty selfevident, and it bothered me
that it was not.
People who are rude and expect
politeness in return really bother me.
Especially people who do it over the
phone. You're stuck within the bounds
of etiquette — more like the steep-walled
canyons of et rquettr .1.--with no recourse.
But it bothered me so much that I decid-
ed to start climbing out of the rut. I hung
up on an especially rude man one day,
and I could see my life changing before
my eyes.
People whom nothing bothers bother
me. It may be they are euphorically hap-
py and that, of course, bothers me. Or
no one may be home upstairs and that.
too, bothers me.
And I bother me, because I am some
of all these things that bother me, and
because I can never live up to be
everything that everybody expects me to
be all the time.
Jessica Lowell is tired of giving to the
system and would like to get something
tangible from it, for a change.
Jessica Lowell
Editor
Robert Moulton
Business Manager
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Attention Readers
If you have something on your mind and would like
to express it for the benefit of others — please write
The Daily Maine Campus — no one will know about
it unless you do. We lust for reader response, whatever
your perspective.
An invitation to peace
To the editor:
Next Tbesday, September 16,
at 12 noon on the Mall, a five-
foot balloon painted like a
globe, adorned with streamers
and messages of PEACE will be
set free to journey many miles
and share its message with those
who find it.
The balloon project is the
brainchild of Paul Portner, a
teacher from Riverdale School
of Garden Grove, CA. He
designed the unique event in
1983 to commemorate the first
International Day of Peace, as
declared by the United Nations.
This year's International Day of
Peace is September 16, and 1986
has been declared the Interna-
tional Year of Peace. We are
proud to announce our involve-
ment in the event; the Universi-
ty of Maine has joined the list
of participatory groups which
was sent to the United Nations.
We would like to encourage
anyone who is interested to
write, draw, or compose their
thoughts/feelings/reactions
about "Peace" to be sent aloft
with the balloon. The idea is to
let the finders of the balloon
know that there are many folk
who support and strive for
world Peace. Also enclosed with
the "Peace messages" will be a
note of our intentions, and a re-
quest for the finders to contact
us. In 1985, a similar balloon
was released in Arizona. It was
picked up less than a week later
by a young boy in Yugoslavia.
Any contributions of work or
questions can be directed
through campus mail to Club
d'Art, Carnegie Hall.
Special thanks to the Maine
Peace Action Committee for
donating the helium to fill the
balloon, and to Paul Anderson
for performing his song
"Generation of Power" at the
balloon's lift-off.
—See you on the Mall!
Lisa Fahay
Trevor Persons
Club d'Art
Never in this rag
To the editor:
Whatever "The Daily Maine
Campus" is, 1 sincerly (sic)
hope that it is not a proving
ground for future editorialists
of America's news organiza-
tions. I find pieces like "Soap
Addict" and "Sexism and the
average consumer" items that,
instead of a University
newspaper, would be better
suited in one of the infamous
"rag" papers.
Vocabulary such as "jerk"
and "glitzy" does not sway me
to the side of the writer as a
good editorial should. Rather, it
agrivates (sic) me more than
people who condemn soap wat-
chers or than bad sexist
commercials.
It isn't that I disagree with
either writers' (sic) respective
point of view, but sarcasm
should be used, not abused.
Randall S. D'Arche
301 Somerset Hall
•
Commentary Mark Hagelin
UMaine Foundation's "blood money"
Part 1 of a 4 part commentary about the University
of Maine Foundation:
For those people not familiar with me, I'd like to in-
troduce myself. I'm Mark Hagelin. For the non
however many weeks. I'm going to be writing a...series
of what I consider to be relevant political commen-
taries. The first four of these will be on what I con-
sider to be the "blacksheets" of the University of Maine
"family."
For those out there that think who dislike political
commentaries or commentaries in general, or expect
to see some "dry" very boring article about "my" likes
or dislikes in the politics of everyday life, talce,heed.
First of all I like to be blunt and to the point. Second-
ly, I'm not afraid of ruffling any feathers. Third, as
one who hapOens to have pride in his personal heritage.
I'm not going to do any less than one of my ancestors
would have or has done. And last, I enjoy using a lit-
tle "tongue in cheek" humor every once in a while to
get my point across. Now with the preliminaries out
of the way let's get going.
The University of Maine Foundation- what is it?
Well, as I see it, the UMaine Foundation is an organiza-
tion that uses about 99.5% of its funds for academic
pursuits for the U-Maine campus. Of these contribu-
tions, 80-85% are used for scholarships for students.
So far so good. The UMaine Foundation also is a
group of white upper-middle class bigots who seek to
finance higher education with "blood money" gained
by the exploitation of blacks in South Africa with or
without the Sullivan principles. When I picture them
in the back of my mind I can't help to see Edith Bunker
in the background of one of their Foundation meetings
singing "Thosc Wert:. thc Days." Not possible.. you
say, it can't happen here! Well wake up and smell the
coffee. Just look at the popularity of Ronald Fteagan's
presidency and the rebirth of conservatism in the USA.
('Course, when I think of Ronnie I think of Joan Baez
and the song she dedicated to him at Woodstock.
".. and this goes out to the governor of California...
He's a drugstore truckdriving man, he's the head of the
Ku Klux Klan.. " You don't believe me? Shame on
you. Go grab someone's old copy of Woodstock and
find out for yourself.)
Well, what does all this have to do with the non-
UMaine Foundation? As a "nt" (non-traditional stu-
dent) who worked for a number of years before com-
ing to college. I've seen firsthand the disdain that some
businesses, especially in the state of Maine, have for
"moral," distasteful things such as safe working
conditions, reasonable wages, and just about all OSHA
standards. To save whatever remaining reputations that
these businesses may have. I'm not going to mention
them here. However, if somehow rve peaked anybody's
curiosity so that they've just got to know, just contact
me throught the newspaper or at 332 Gannett Hall. I
don't think that the Foundation is any different than
some of the other abovementioned businesses here in
Maine. They are "profit maximizers" whose morality
matches that of our beloved President, who would love
to overturn all the Affirmative Action Supreme Court
triumphs and turn back the effects of the Civil Rights
movement of the I-960's which did so much for blacks
and other minorities.
If I'm wrong about the University of Maine Foun-
dation being bigots who use "bloodmoney" to buy
higher education then they'll prove it by divesting in
companies that do business in South Africa! The pro-
of is in the pudding! And if I'm right, and they still
refuse to divest, well it's an election year and it would
be nice to turn the issue of divestment into a political
issue. Politicians, for some uncanny reason, tend to be
more receptive of political concerns during an election
year.
There are times when doing what is morally right
is more important than any economic gains Of losses
that may be incurred.
10
Female politicians rising
by the Associated Press
In a night of triumph for female
politicians, Maryland voters launched
the career of a Kennedy daughter,
Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, and set up
the nation's second women-only Senate
race, while New York Democrats endors-
ed Bella Abzug's comeback bid.
Next Tuesday, Mrs. Townsend's
brother, Joseph P. Kennedy 11, seeks the
Democratic nomination in the
Massachusetts congressional district
once represented by their late uncle,
John F. Kennedy.
Mrs. Abzug, an outspoken feminist
who served three terms in Congress from
Manhattan in the 1970s, edged the
closest of three rivals to win a congres-
sional nomination in suburban
Other results from Tuesday's primariesWestchester County's 20th District, in nine states and the District of Colwn-" I've won some and I've lost some and bia showed Connecticut Republicansbelieve me, winning is better," said bucking party leaders to nominateMrs. Abzut who failed in past bids for lawmaker Julie Belaga for governor. and Israeli's eighth air raid
The Daily Maine Campus. Thursday, September II, 1986. The Daily A
'Stupid pet tricks' suit
Senatr New York rri,y
Also among the women candidates,
Vermont's Democratic Gov. Madeleine
Kunin was unopposed for nomination to
a second term.
"We think Sept. 9 is a real
breakthrough," Celinda Lake of the
Vvbmen's Campaign Fund said in
Washington ealier today. "It's going to
put us in very good shape for November.
It's part of the coming of age of our
women candidates."
The most heartening results for
women came in Maryland, where former
White House aide Linda Chavez and
Rep. Barbara Mikulski crushed male
competitors to win the Republican and
Democratic nominations for Senate.
The seat, being vacated by retiring
GOP Sen. Charles Mathias, is seen as
crucial in the battle for control of the
Senate, where Republicans hold a 53-47
edge.
Arizona superintendent of public in-
struction Carolyn Warner winning the
Democratic nomination to succeed Gov.
Bruce Babbitt.
M.B. PRODUCTIONS
MOBILE DISC JOCKEY SERVICE
A D.J. for all occasions playing your favorite music!
ca// 827-3133 ask for Mark
(Lighting Available)
WANTED
Permanent part-time help
person to coordinate pro-
motion and distribution
of New York Times on
campus.
Potential salary
$100 per week.
Contact Michael Ploude
at
603-432-5805.
Collect calls accepted.
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A couple is su-
ing David Letterman, his producers and
NBC, alleging that a videotape of their
dog performing a trick was broadcast
without their permission.
Attorney Peter H. Karlen filed the suit
Monday on behalf of NI. Michele Hills. 
Shawand her husband, DaVid Shaw,
who are seeking $35,000 in damages.
The suit alleges that a videotape of the
couple's five-year-old Labrador, Golda,
was aired on Letterman's show without
Consent or compensation. The show
regularly runs a popular feature called
"stupid pet tricks."
Mitt Massina, a spokesman for NBC
in New York, said the network's legal
departmerit,was reviewing the matter,
and there would be no comment until it
had been studied.
SIDON, Lebanon (AP) — Israeli
warplanes attacked a Palestinian arms
depot Wednesday, killing three civilians
and destroying more than 90 shops in an
industrial district on the edge of this port
city.
Shortly before the raid an Israeli gun-
boat intercepted a rubber dinghy
carrying Palestinians guerrillas on a
mission to attack Israel, Israeli and
Palestinian officials said.
Hospitals said 13 other civilians were
injured in the air raid, which began just
after 6 a.m.
It was Israel's eighth air raid in
Lebanon this year. Israeli officials said
According to the suit, the defendants
asked siewers in April 1985 to submit
unusual pet tricks. Karlen said theShaws
submitted a videotape of Golda diving
to the bottom of a swimming pool to
retrieve a toy.
After two trips to NBC's Bdrbank
studios to audition the dog, the Shaws
were invited..to bring Golda to New York,
where the Letterman show is taped, in
September 1985. They were offered free
air fare and hotel accomodations.
One day before the Shaws were to
lease, the suit said. NBC canceled
Golda's appearance. The Shaws were
then asked to appear in November, but
canceled when Golda became ill. The
videotape the Shaws had submitted in-
itially was then broadcast, the suit said.
it was not linked to Saturday's terrorist
killing of 21 Jews on a synagogue in
Istanbul. Turkey, which Israel has vowed
to avenge. Turkish officials said they do
not know who was responsible for that
attack but thought the two terrorists,
whop were blown up by their own
grenades, were Arabs.
The Israeli command in Tel Aviv said
the pilots who carried out the Sidon raid
reported accurate hits on a warehouse
used by the Popular Struggle Front to
store weapons.
But police and witnesses in Sidon said
Israeli rockets missed the front's two am-
munition depots.
Join the 1987 PRISM Staff
Wednesday, Sept. 17
6:30 pm
Old Town Room
3rd Floor, Memorial Onion
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
-Entertainment Editor
-Organizations Editor
-Academics Editor
-Sports Editor
-Senior Editor
-Photo Editor
-News and Feature Editor
PLUS - Many photographers, writers,
graphic artists, and layout people needed.
For more information call
Patte Eaton 581-1783 or stop by
Senior Skulls Room MWF 2-3, TR 1-2
Yearbooks - a great journalistic experience
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Indictment on nuclear power fraud
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP) — A
federal grand jury on Wednesday in-
dicted Indiana & Michigan Electric Co.,
an affiliate and an engineer on charges
of falsely reporting that a nuclear power
plant met a federal safety regulation.
The indictment names Indiana &
Electric of Fort Wayne, Ind., which is
licensed to operate the plant; American
Electric Power Service Corp., which pro-
vided technical and engineering services
for the plant; and Jude G. Del Percio,
33, of Sayville. N.Y., a senior nuclear
. engineer tor American Electric Power
Service
Both corporations named in the in-dictment are wholly owned subsidiaries
of American Electric Power Co. of Col-
umbus, Ohio.
The charges in the nine
-count indict-
ment carry maximum penalties ranging
from $5,000 to $10,000 in fines. The
charges against Del Percio carry prison
terms of up to ten years.
The corporations and Del Percio are
accused of lying about the plant's com-
pliance with an NRC fire protection rule
issued in November 1980.
The rule required plants to make
modifications that would ensure that a
fire woulek not prevent a safe shutdown
of a nuclear reactor.
The indictment says drat Del Percio
and the two corporations were respon-
sible for notifying the NRC in March
1981 that the plant was already in com-
pliance and that no additional modifica-
tions were needed
Proposed funding against pregnancy
AUGUSTA (AP) — Maine taxpayers
should spend an additional $10 million
a year in programs to reduce teen-
pregnancies and help adolescents who
become parents, a gubernatorial task
force recommended Wednesday.
But the panel, amid dissent among its
37 members, sidestepped the question of
dispensing contraceptives in schools and
refused to endorse the use of public
funds for abortions for young women
from welfare families.
Gos. Joseph E. Brennan, who ap-
pointed the panel last fall and received
its report at a State House corfference
Wednuday, said he would review the
recommendations but that they were
items "the next governor...and the next
legislature" must deal with
The Rev. Richard Sheesley, chairman
of the task force and director of pastoral
care at Central Maine Medical Center in
Lewiston, said the cost of the proposals
is "a modest investment in prevention"
compared to the $60-million annual cost
of services stemming from adolescent
pregnancies.
"Teen-age pregnancy is a complex
social, personal and economic problem
in Maine," he told the news con-
ference "Solving it will not be simple or
easy"
In 1980, Maine had the nation's sixth-
highest birth rate among single white
teen-agers. Each year, more than 3,000
young women become pregnant; of the
more than 2,000 who deliver babies,
about half become single parents.
"A third outcome of pregnancy, ap-
proximately 1,150 per year, is induced
abortion," Sheesley continued. "The
younger the teen, the more likely she is
-Se- choose ,itt,,- than three
times as often as adult women. And
finally, less than 80 teens per year choose
adoption."
The panel comprised parents, teen
agers, doctors, legislators, educators,
social workers and community leader,
It outlined an array of steps to help
parents communicate better with teen-
agers: to encourage young people to
delay sexual activity and teach sexually
active adolescents about birth control;
to provide comprehensive counseling to
teens who become pregnant; and to im-
prove services for teen-aged parents.
War vet
mugged and
shot in N
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — A
man who flew 36 World War 11
bombing missions without a
scratch is recovering from gunshot
wounds suffered in a confronta-
tion with a mugger in New York
state, where he had met with his
B-17 buddies.
-He just pointed the gun and it
went off. He shot again, hit me
both times. I dived for -the
ground," John Siefker, 63, of.
Lake Rathbun, told the Des
Moines Register on Illesday.
Sieflrer said he ants nut oollkkqg 
Monday in Mattituck, NY., when
he saw a young man at a corner.
"After I said 'Good morning', he
told me, 'Let's see some ID! I
thought maybe it was a
neighborhood watch or
something," said Siefker. He
said he handed his driver's license
to the man, who then shot him
twice in one leg.
A man was arrested about an
hour after a police dog led officers
to his house, said Detective Sgt.
Joseph Conway of Southold.
Siefker was being treated at Cen-
tral Suffolk Hospital at Riverhead,
N.Y.
ATTENTION
UNDERCLASS MALES
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
OPEN RUSH
FIND OUT WHAT TKE CAN DO FOR YOU!
RUSH EVENTS:
* Thursday, Sept. 11th (7-9 pm) - Stop by fOr pizza
and meet the brothers of TKE
* Sunday, Sept. 14th (2-4 pm) - Join us for a game of
football and a cookout after.
* Monday, Sept. 15th (9-11 pm) - Watch the Red Sox battle
the Yankees on our BIG SCREEN TV. Italians will be served.
TKE is located behind Alfond Arena at 370 CollegeAve.
Call 3853 and ask for Keith or Pete if you have any questions
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Brennan blasts Rehnquist nomination
AUGUSTA (AP) — Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan issued a stinging attack
Wednesday on William Rehnquist, say-
ing President Reagan's nominee for chief
justice of the U.S. Supreme Court "has
not shown that he understands or
believes in the values embedded in the
law."
"I can't find anything noble in this
man's life. I repeat, nothing noble,"
said Brennan. "The man is intelhgent,
but the question the Senate must ask is
whether intelligence by itself is a suffi-
cient qualification for chief justice of the
United States Supreme Court.
"Is intelligence enough, or is
something more required? Something
like nobility, generosity, compassion,
confidence and belief in freedom for
all?"
In a speech to the Maine State Bar
Association, Brennan, the Democratic
nominee in southern Maine's 1st Con-
gressional District, said he was not
criticizing Rehnquist's appointment for
political reasons.
Brennan said that, even though he did
not agree with all the views of two other
Reagan choices for the high court, An-
tonio Scalia, whose appointment is pen-
ding, and Associate Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor, he respects their ability and
integrity.
The Senate is expected to consider
confirming Rehnquist's appointment
within the next few weeks.
Brennan's Republican opponent,
psychologist H. Rollin Ives, was not im-
mediately available for comment. Ives
was in Washington to attend a series Of
briefings at the White House on Thurs-
day, his aides said.
Maine Football
vs
American International
Saturday at 1:00pm
We Create Excitement
Maine Pontiac Dealers y
Welcome Back
Greeks
 Pub Ni_gh_t
Thursday September II
At the Oronoka
Featuring
BAD HABITS
Buses running from the
Memorial Union
9:00pm-1:00am
• -
Rehnquist "has used his gifts and his
skills to try and restrict the opportunities
of those less well-off than himself,"
said Brennan.
"1 believe that William Rehnquist is
not qualified to be chief justice. For that
matter, I don't believe he's even qualified
to be an associate justice," said Bren-
nan, a former district attorney and state
attorney general. ,
"William Rehnquist has shown he is
smart. But he has not shown that he
understands or believes in the values
embedded in our law," Brennan told
the lawyers attending the bar's "Legal
Year in Review" program.
Noting that the chief justice heads a
body that can overrule the president and
Congress, Brennan questioned whether
Rehnquist "is a large enough man to
assume the mantle previously
John Marshall, William Taft and Earl
Warren."
Brennan said that, as a Supreme
Court clerk in 1952, Rehnquist wrote a
memo defending the "seperate but
equal" doctrine for blacks. In the Justice
Department under President Nixon,
Rehnquist was involved in efforts "to spy
on and harass anti-Vietnam War pro-
testors," said Brennan.
Rehnquist also prepared a memoran-
dum discussing the possibility of a con-
stitutional amendment to prohibit in-
tegration plans involving busing, said
Brennan. On the court for 15 years,
Rehnquist has been the sole dissenter on
a record 50 Supreme Court decisions,
and has argued that the equal-protection
clause of the Constitution does not app-
ly to women.
The governor said that lawyers —
whether they agree or disagree with him
— should let Maine's senators know how
MAINE MASQUE
THEATRE PRESENTS
ITS 81st GREAT
SEASON OF STUDENT
THEATRE.
'HI BIGGEST ENTERTAINMENT BARGAIN ON CAMPti -
A SEASON SUBSCRIPTION TO BOTH THE
PAVILION SEASON AND THE HAUCK SEASON
FOR ONLY S2200 A STUDENT CAN PURCHAS6 9 DIFFERENT
SHOWS A SAVINGS OF OVER 285. OVER INDIVIDUAL
ADMISSIONS
CALL 1755 or write BOX OFFICE
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
FRESHMEN GETS PRICE OFF REGULAR Al" '
PRICES CHECK AT THE TICKET OFFICE FOI,
HAUCK SEASON:
Thieves' Carnival
by I.
The Ecstasy of Rita Joe
174
The Glass Menagerie
T,
__Mood Wedding
PAVILION SEASON:
The Cave Dwellers
Rosencranti and
Guildenstern Are Dead
The Merry Wives
of Windsor
An Evening
of One-Act Plays
The Anierkan
Dream
The Zoo Story
Volunteer Tour Guides Needed
Dingo Tour Guides
The Admissions Office is looking for volunteers
who have knowlegge of and are enthusiastic about
the University and its resources to give tours to
prospective students and their parents.
Applications can be picked up at the Admissions
Office or the Information Booth in the Memorial
Union.
APPLY TODAY!
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Sports
UMaine golf team deeper psyched for tourney
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
In the spring of 1983 the University
of Maine golf program had reached an
all-time low. The University had can-
celled the team and the future indeed
looked very bleak for Black Bear
duffers.
Although the squad was reinstated in
the fall of that year, it has been a long
rebuilding process, which is beginning to
pay off handsomely, for Maine golf has
roared back and is on the verge of
becoming one of the more powerful
squads in the New England region.
"I think we'll do very nicely." said
Coach Art Guesman. "The team is
dereper this year. I think we'll do very
Maine will begin their season Friday
when they tee off against the best the
East has to offer at the West Point In-
vitational Tournament.
Among the 23 other schools the Black
Bears will compete against are the
University of Hartford, Providence
University, Penn State University, Kent
State University and Temple University.
And Guesman says the contenders won't
be limited to just those squads.
"It'll be a very powerful tournament.
There are 24 teams (involved) and from
past knowledge we know that at least 15
to 18 will be a factor," he said, adding
that Maine could easily finish 20th and
still ha,,e a good tournament.
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4"1"1"41. The Hair Hut
Unisex Hairstyling
and
Tropical Sun I & II
Tanning Salon
•••••••1110 • • • • OM
- SEPTEMBER SPECIALS -
llairstyling:
Hair Cuts:
Tanning:
$5 off all perms and highlighting
regular $35, includes cut and styling
$2 off, regularly $11 for ladies,
$9 for men
3 visits for $10
1 week unlimited visits for $15
(I ‘isil per day)
facial waxing
manicures
ear piercing
Visa & Mastercard
38 Main SI.
Orono, Me.
866-7976
ROO 04111.90194911116
47 Main Rd.
Milford, Me.
mile from center
of Old Town
827-6723
This prestigious event is just the first
of what Guesman says might be the
toughest schedule the Black Bears have
ever participated in.
"It is the most ambitious and exciting
and high quality golf schedule Maine
has played in years."
The Black Bears will take six players
down to West Point and five of those will
compete in the tournament.
The first three positions have been
HO by team captain John Hickson,
Chip Ranco and Sean Clark. The final
two positions will be between Steve
Weiler, Galen Perry and Brett Porath
with the finalists determined during a
pretournament round scheduled for
Thursday.
Of those six, Weiler, Clark and Porath
will be competing at the collegiate level
for the first time.
Hickson, Ranco and Perry are all let-
terman returning for another season of
activity.
Maine is coming off a 5-7 season in
which they won two tournaments, the
Bowdoin Invitational and the Mid-
dlebury Invitational, and finished eighth
in the New championships out
of 45 squads.
"Winning the two tournaments last
year gave the team a degree of con-
fidence and let them know that they can
compete against the best." said
Guesman.
4e' GOLF r.w. to , 
Air Force ROTC
Open House
Come learn about Air Force
ROTC, scholarship programs,
and Air Force career oppor-
tunities. Air Force ROTC of-
ficers and cadets will present
a program and will be available
to answer your questions.
Free Pizza and Soda!!
When: Thursday, September 11. 5:00 p.m.
Where: Damn Yankee. Memorial Union
ROTC—T->
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
Mk_
Z4P14701-
OPEN RUSH
Football & Refreshments
Patriots vs. Jets
on
Wide Screen T.V.
Thursday, September 11, 8:30 p.m.
Brown House next to Hancock
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Berry's Patriots off to confident beginning
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) —
The strange brew that makes up the New
England Patriots in many ways defies
logic. But it works, as the Patriots' trip
to the Super Bowl proved last year.
New England visits the New York Jets
Thursday night in a nationally televised
NFL contest that will provide an early
jump in the AFC East race for one of
the teams. The Patriots, who beat the
jets 26-14 in the AFC wild card game last
December, routed Indianapolis 33-3 in
their season-opener. New York edged
Buffalo 28-24.
The Patriots are directed by Coach
Raymond Berry, who was a Hall of
Fame wide receiver with the Baltimore
Colts. Yet, the team favors a conservative
attack built around running backs Craig
James and Tony Collins and a solid
ofensive line.
They lost two of their longtime stars,
and defensive end Julius Adams to
retirement. Still, as All-Pro linebacker
Andre Tippett claims, the Patriots are a
closer group now than in any of his
four years of terrorizing offenses.
New England's plays are called by
Steve Grogan, the backuP.quarterback,
from the sidelines, while Tony Eason
puts them into motion.
Regardless, as Jets Coach Jot Walton
notes, the Patriots must be doing a
whole lot of things right.
"They are confident and efficient and
well-coached," Walton said. "They're
the most talented team in our division
and maybe in the entire NFL."
Tippett likes the sound of that.
"Our defense is much better than last
year," said the man who led the AFC
with 161/2 sacks last season. "I think our
performance Sunday symbolizes that
and the rnnfitience we have nut 
Berry took over for Ron Meyer mid-
way through the 1984 season. His prac-
tices are lighter, with virtually no hard
contact, anthhe is more accessible than
Meyer.
"He's a players' coach," Tippett
said.
New England buried the Colts last
Sunday as Eason connected on 18 oF29
passes for 252 yards and a touchdown
to Stanley Morgan, who suffered a mild
concussion on the play. Despite the short
week, Morgan is expected to play.
Tony Franklin had four field goals and
the defense, led by linebacker Don
Blackmon with three sacks, trapped
Colts quarterback Gary Hogetioom six
times. The Colts, one of the leagues best
rushing teams, had only 83 yards on the
ground.
"You have to stop the run," Tippett
But Tippett said the Jets present a
double dilemma — they can ram a ball
down a defense's throat and have as
good a crew of receivers as anyone.
The Jets overcame a noisy crowd and
a highly motivated Bills team in the
debut of QB Jim Kelly. Ken O'Brien
threw for 318 yards and touchdowns of
46 yards to Al Toon and 71 to Wesley
Walker.
Toon said the Jets are ready for
whatever the Patriots send their way in
New York's home opener.
Defensive end Barry Bennett thinks
the Jets will provide some of their own
fireworks in stopping the Patriots.
"The most important thing is we've
got to hurry Eason and make him throw
quicker than he wants to,', Bennett
said. "If your defense can get their of-
fense off-balance, it can do even more.
We have to shut down James and Col-
lins and, if we are aggressive, we can get
perennial All-Pro guard John Hannah there." about the pass.'
Welcome back Black Bears!
1986-87 School Year
This will be the biggest year ever for the Black
Bears. And Super Shaw's is now Maine's
largest superstore with over 10,000 items you
want at the lower prices you need.
Coins visit Super Shaw's soon and
discover how much you can really save.
• Warehouse Aisle
• Farm Fresh Produce
• Old World Dell
• Fresh Seafood
• Oven Fresh Bakery
• Video Rentals
• Bulk Foods
• Coametic & Beauty Dept
• Photo Processing
• Health Products
OPEN 24 HOBBS! PLI° nS24=71 311711
sis SUPIR
Shaw's Plaza • Hogan Road • Bangor
to shut them down."
Tennis team
faces early
challenge
by Kevin Sjoberg
. ' Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's tennis
team will open their fall season at home
Friday in a match against the Universi-
ty of Vermont, scheduled for 3 p.m.
Maine Coach Brud Folger expects his
squad to have "a lot more depth" than
last year, but admits they will be facing
a very challenging schedule.
"We'll be going up against three of the
top four teams in New England, and that
makes it tough," said Folger, referring
to its scheduled matches against M.1.T.,
Brandeis, and Vermont, who finished
number one, two, and four respectively
(see TENNIS page 16)
WERE FIGHTING F02
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American Heart
Association
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l'Maine team warms up for Fridas's match against Vermont.
i( ampus photo)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* BELLY DANCER*
* * * * * * * * l. * * * * *
at the
• ATO RUSH
Thursday Sept. 11,
4:30 pm
Come down and meet the
brothers, and enjoy a fine
meal.
Off the trodden path
by Thomas Roth
Well, it's back to Orono for yet
another semester. Before I jump
right Into the column, I thought I'd
take a moment and introduce
myself to those unfamiliar with
"Off the Trodden Path."
I am a junior majoring in
wildlife management with em-
phasis on conservation law en-
forcement. My interests are
primarily big and small game hun-
ting, fishing, and target shooting,
yet my column will cover many
aspects of outdoor recreation in-
cluding hunting, fishing, and
ecological concerns.
This week, I thought I'd run
through a few of the new federal
and state regulations pertaining to
this hunting season.
Deer hunters, by now,  should 
have sent in their applications for
"any-deer" permits. The drawing
ror these permits is scheduled for
September 23. The 13,500 hunters
selected in the lottery should be
notified by early October.
There's also a new regulation for
waterfowl hunters. This year there
is a lead shot ban on portions of
Washington and Hancock Coun-
ties. Read the Waterfowl Hunting
Guide for the exact areas affected
by the ban.
For us grouse hunters in wildlife
management units 3,4,5,6,7, and 8,
there is an extended hunting
season. Instead of ending on
November 30, as in past years, the
season has been extended to
December 10. That's good news
for those of us who like to spend
as much time in the woods as
possible.
If you have any questions about
the new regulations you can call
the Bangor Game Warden Head-
quarters in Bangor at 941-4440 or
1-800-322-2033.
In closing, Jeff Davis, this year's
president of the Wildlife Society,
urges-anyoue-put-tiwww-insewessed--
in wildlife and the flora and fauna
around us to join the student
chapter of the Wildlife Society
here on campus. Check the
bulletin board in Nutting Hall for
more iallormation.
and Saturday nights
Take a break and
head to your favorite..
...for fun and fashion
Dots mown Bangor, Belfast
Camden & Ellsworth.
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Tennis
in last season's New England
championships.
Maine, 5-7 last year while finishing
number 13 in New England, is led by
junior Jeff Courtney and senior captain
Jim Cotton, the number one and two
seeded players on the team.
"Courtney,' has been playing much bet-
ter now than he was in the early going
of last season," said Folger. "He's
been playing serve-and-volley very
well."
Senior Cotton is back after suffering
a shoulder injury and though he still has
difficulty serving, he has been working
I on therapy and expects to be a strong
contributor as the season progresses.
Senior transfer Darien Galgano,
junior Stuart Ross, sophomores Tim
Ryan, Mark Walsh, and Tim McCarthy;
(continued from page 14)
and freshman Todd Cloutier all expect
to see plenty of action during the season.
though their position in upcoming con-
tests will depend on challenge matches
played during practices, said Folger.
"We have several freshman and retur-
ning hopefuls that 'have a strong
possibility of contributing," said
Folger. The veteran coach pointed out
that Cloutier and Galgano have been
very impressive in the preseason.
Folger said the teams of Courtney and
Cotton, Ryan and Galgano, and Cloutier
and Walsh will probably be the doubles
teams in Friday's opener.
Vermont, 7-2 last fall, will also be
playing their opening match of the
season. Mike Connors and Paul Mumos
are UVM's only returning lettermen.
•Golf
In addition to the travelling squad
which will venture to West Point, the
Black Bears have several other in-
dividuals on the team which will par-
ticipat with the regulars in home
matchek.
All this depth has gisen Maine a much
better opportunity to improve its record
this season.
In years past, the Black Bears rarely
had a competent fifth player, which in-
variably hurt the team's performance.
Although only the top four scores for
each squad are tallied, the fifth golfer
plays a significant role in that should one
-(eontinued from page 13)
of the others fare poorly, his score can
be substituted.
"I've,neser had a fifth good player,"
said Guesman. "There was no chance to
ever depend on the fifth player."
AMER
CANCER.
•
Help us keep winning.
Classifieds/Personals
HELP WANTED
Nat'l college mktg co seeks in-
dividual Of campus group to work pan
time assisting students in applying for
credit cards. Flexible hours, excellent
money, full training. Meet students and
have fun. Call Robin at 1-800-592-2121.
Child Center has 3 work studs posi-
tions available. Duties include working
with 3 - 5 year old children, with some
housekeeping. Call Barbra Guidon!.
581-3272 in the Child Study Center.
Pianist workstudy student or will
consider non-workstudy student to ac-
company dance classes at Lengyel Hall
Dance Studio. Call Kim Arrow. x1963
or x4070.
RIDE/RIDERS NEEDED
Riders needed. 1 travel to Wells every
weekend and would like nders to share
expenses and to stimulate conversa-
tion. Call Jess at 945-9524.
FOR RENT
Faculty member arrising January is
looking for a house to rent in this area
for a family of four. If you are going
on sabbatical and would like to rent,
or if you know of anything available,
please contact Sandra Vaillancourt or
Vaughn Holyoke at x2940.
Room. 151 or F). 1 room in a 3
bedroom apartment with 2 females.
Close to downtown Orono. SI50 per
month plus electricity, phone, and gas.
Call or come. See quick! 107 Mill Si.
Apt. 3. 866-3257. Shirley Smith, Dier-
dre Stewart.
Room. Private enterence, living
room, kitchen, bath, color TV.
S55,week. security. 114 Main Si..
Bradley. 15 min. from UMaine Call
827-2740 or 827-7693.
Room for rent - private home, laun-
dry facilities available, kitchen
privileges and utilities included. Prefer
quiet student. -S130/month. 316 Center
St., Old Town, Call 827-3225 after 6
p.m.
One bedroom apartment on Spring
St. in Stillwater. S3501per month in-
cludesall utilities. Washer and dryer
available. Call 827-6852.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
M/F to be third in a newly furnish-
ed townhouse. S200/mo plus utilities.
1/4 mile from campus by Thriftway.
CaH Scott, 866-4138.
TYPING SERVICES
Need a paper typed? Call Emily, 500
College Ave., Orono, 866-5682. $I per
page, double spaced. If desired, spell-
ing & grammar edited at no charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your mones
back!
Typing wanted: reports, papers,
resumes, etc Call Janice at 581-2224
or stop by 113 Barrows Hall.
Reasonable rates.
University TYping Service. Term
papers, reports, thesis, etc Pick up and
delivery. Call 827-3689, ask for Julie.
FOR SALE
House and land in south LaGrange
- 20 miles from campus. Large house
in excellent condition, 2 barns, and a
large shop building. 70 acres of land
bordering on small stream. All for
$86,000. Contact Vantage Real Estate,
876-4053. Evenings call 569-8162.
564-2017, or 876-3041.
1982 Lynx 2 door hatchback: 4
speed, am/fm, rear defrost, 55,000
miles. Runs smooth, very clean. $2500.
Call Steve, 581-3257.
1981 Yamaha 400 Special IL.Runs
well. 16000 miles. Asking S575.
866-3139.
Hockey Skates, Micron, Size 9. Ask-
ing $25. Call 581-4355, ask for Wayne.
Drop leaf kitchen table and four
chairs. Good condition. $35 or IVO.
945-5046, after 4 p.m.
1981 Datsun 280 2X. Excellent con-
dition. Call 827-7721 days, after 500
p.m. call 827-2565.
1973 Olds 442 (Cutlass). New tires,
low mileage, good condition, new
paint, runs like pew. $1500. Call
827-7454 after 3 p.m.
Minolta SRT 202. Manual opera-
tion, 28-70 mm zoom, flash, strap, case
and accessories. Total new $500, com-
plete for $200. Call Mike 825-441.4 or
825-4902 (after 5).,
1977 VW Rabbit. Ness transmission,
brakes, tuneup, excellent body. Asking
$1,800. Call or sec Geoff Miller, 106
Aroostook Hall, tel. 581-4522 or
581-5420.
1976 Honda CB 400Four Motorcy-
cle. Excellent condition. Dad says,
"must sell now to go back to school:*
Call 989-3193.
PUBLIC SERVICE
The Birthline Pregnancy Test Clinic
is held every Saturday from Ito 3 p.m.
at Taylor Osteopathic Hospital, 268
Stillwater Ave., in Bangor. Clients
should use the Emergency Enterence
and follow the signs to the Lower Level
Conference Room. The clinic is free
and no appointment is necessary. All
tests are private, confidential, and give
immediate results. For more informa-
tion, please call 1-800-492-0109, and
not the hospital.
PERSONALS
Man on death row. BRA. graduate,
desires correspondence with anyone in-
terested in writing. Just to exchange
ideas, thoughts, friendship or
whatever. Anyone who is interested,
please write. Also, please include
stamp so I can reply - thanks. Richard
Rossi, P.O. Box B-50337, Florence, AZ.
85232.
I am a student of Sanup Universits
in Pusan. I'm enrolled in an English.
course. My English course has 57
students of both sexes. I am eagerly
seeking foreign students who would
like to correspond with our students.
The only information I need of a per-
son is his or her name, address, sex,
age, hobbies, and picture if possible.
Please send all correspondance to Miss
Park Jungil, P.O. Box 261, Pusan 600.
Korea.
LOST/FOUND
Lost: In the area of North Main St.,
Orono - medium sized female silver
and grey striped tabby cat recently
spayed. Yellow eyes, yellow collar. One
year old. Please call 866-2822. Reward
Lost - Circy Owl, angled canoe pad-
dle by steam plant river bank. If found
return to Ken at 309 Somerset, x4826
MEETINGS
Interested in playing lacrosse? If so
there will be a meeting in the South
Lown Room of the Memorial Union
at 7:00 p.m., Thursday, September 11.
Or contact George Kando, 866-2474.
Wanted: students interested in
politics. The University Democrats are
having a meeting Sptember II at 5 p.m.
in the North Bangor Lounge of the
Memorial Union. Step into politics -
Join us.
MIS('
Attention - members wanted, no
cash needed - Hilltop Health Club.
Convienient, on campus, we have it all!
Stop bs Oxford Hall Basement or call
4809.
Outfit yourselves and decorate your
rooms at the Orono Thrift Shop. Red
brick building, second right turn off
'of Pine St. Open wednesdays only. 11-4
p.m.
For the most unusual selection of
pets in the state come to North Woods
Pets. Descented ferrets, exotic reptiles.
tropical & Maine fish & much more.
North Woods Pets, Brewer Shopping
Center. Brewer. 989-4778.
The craft center at Hilltop is open
to everyone. We are open 1-9 Tue.,
Wed.. Thur., and 1-6 Fri., Sat., Sun.,
Closed Mon. We have facilities for
silkscreen, silsersmithing, pottery.
photocraphy weaving, candles, and
muqh more. Come Join us. %Ware here
for
This space that you happen to be
reading it free. So are all of the
classifieds for the next few weeks. Stop
by the Maine Campus and place a
classified today.
Golf team tryouts begin September
2. Contact Art Guesman, 102 East An-
nex or Penobscot Valley Country Club
after 1 p.m. weekdays.
'For the next two weeks all RAs &
R Ds can get 1/2 price memberships (on-
ly $15) at Hilltop Health Club.
Classified ads will be free of charge
until further notice.
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